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VEO TRANSPORTATION
Enterprise Solution for Student Transportation

TripSpark VEO Transportation solution
has been specifically designed to address
the complexities of the modern school
transportation environment. It features a
thin-client solution and utilizes calendar
based routing to effectively manage the
changing needs of both regular and special
education transportation services

CALENDAR-BASED FUNCTIONALITY
Unique to the marketplace, TripSpark VEO Transportation employs
a fully integrated, multi-term calendar that enables you to:
•

Easily manage complicated custody arrangements. Students
can have numerous pick-up and drop-off locations assigned to
different days throughout the week, month and year

•

Maintain past, current and future transportation data in one
database

•

Promote and assign students to new schools and routes on
different buses for upcoming terms while retaining grade,
school and bus assignments for the current term.

•

Perform what-if scenarios and generate required reports
without creating data copies or loading data into separate
databases

•

Set students to inactive temporarily or permanently with the
ability to track service start and end dates

•

Make edits to a student’s routing to accommodate a one-time
change without altering their regular schedule

•

View your students, routing data and eligibility zones on your
district map, a Google map or Bing map

•

Share data between VEO Transportation and other district
applications

•

Capture history and easily identifies daily changes

THIN-CLIENT SOLUTION
Utilizing thin-client technology, VEO Transportation:
• Allows for rapid deployment and low-cost maintenance
• Reduces upfront implementation costs and promotes lower
total cost of ownership
• Provides business continuity in the event of emergencies
• Ensures more secure storage of data and applications
• Facilitates access through leading Internet browsers (Edge,
Google Chrome and Internet Explorer)

INFOSHARE
ADD-ON MODULE

Enables district personnel and parents to verify
student eligibility and securely access transportation
information. Contractors and schools can access
route data for their students and generate
corresponding route sheets, improving efficiency and
minimizing phone calls.

INTEGRATED
GPS SOLUTIONS
VEO Now Software
•

Compare actual and planned data on a map to ensure the
safe and optimized routes are followed

•

Utilize real time and historical data to make safety,
efficiency and service improvements

VEO Now Tablet Software
•

Secure login displays driver’s stops and routes each day;
eliminates need for paper route sheets

•

Two-way messaging

•

Wireless route updates to vehicles

VEO Now Student Tracking Software
•

Compare actual to planned student count to analyze bus
capacity

•

Monitor vehicle and student locations at all times

CONTACT US

WheresTheBus™ Parent App

TripSpark Technologies

•

6480 Rockside Woods S, Suite 215

Provides parents with their child’s real-time bus location
and arrival information

VEO Now School View
•

Give individual schools visibility into the real-time location
of all buses servicing their school

Independence, Ohio 44131

Tel: (888) 595 4696
(216) 539 1810
Email: info@tripspark.com

Visit www.tripspark.com or talk with a software specialist today
to request a demonstration of VEO transportation software.

VEO NOW

GPS/AVL for Student Transportation

VEO Now is a cloud-based, GPS/AVL platform that provides School Transportation staff with the answers it needs now, not 5
clicks later, in a few minutes, or when a report finishes. VEO Now was designed specifically for School Transportation, working
closely with our customers. The result is a fast, accurate, easy to use GPS software platform our customers depend on. VEO Now
uses world-renowned CalAmp technology to send and receive updates every 15 seconds. Integration with VEO Transportation
and MapNet scheduling software allows you to compare planned trip times vs. actual times, and address any variances — all in
one easy-to-use web-based interface.

POWERFUL AND EASY TO USE

INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

• “Auto-Filtering” allows real-time bus information to be
accessed immediately without a bunch of clicks, delays
retrieving data, or needing to run a report.

Comprehensive real-time and historical data allow
staff to immediately address questions from parents
and guardians. In parallel, make more informed safety,
efficiency and service improvements.

• “Which Bus” allows you to quickly locate all vehicles
operating in any area you define, and the day, time,
location, and speeds for each.
• Easily schedule a sub bus to cover a route on a
short-term or long-term basis. When the substitution
is entered, the information is immediately pushed
throughout the entire VEO Now platform.
• Comprehensive School Bus Reporting specifically
designed for the School Transportation market, including
reports on school arrivals, idling, time and mileage.

VEO Now enables the real-time tracking of:
• Vehicle location, speed, heading and route adherence
• Bus stop and school arrivals and departures, down to
the second
• Passenger door, amber, and red / stop arm monitoring
• View 30 day moving average times for your routes,
to make informed decisions, instead of reacting to
anomalies

VEO NOW

GPS/AVL for Student Transportation

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS
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GPS SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE
ADD-ONS
• Rugged Tablets
Allow drivers to enter time and attendance information, and
access daily routes and stops electronically, eliminating the
need for paper route sheets.
• School View
Provides individual schools with real-time location and arrival
information for all buses serving their school.

• WheresTheBusTM Parent App
Allows households to know precisely when their school bus
will arrive at their bus stop.
• Student Tracking
Use student ID numbers, bar codes, or RFID cards to monitor
when and where each student gets on and off the bus.

WheresTheBusTM
Parent App and School View

Want to Improve Service & Reduce
Phone Calls? Send Real-Time GPS

Data to Your Parents and Schools.

We’ve all been there. Standing on the corner, staring down the road, wondering when the bus will arrive.
The WheresTheBus™ parent app answers this age old question, letting families know precisely when their
bus will arrive at their bus stop – eliminating the need to call Transportation!

Raise Service, Reduce Bus Stop Stress
Knowing when the bus will arrive translates into peace of mind for
parents. Mornings are less hectic and stressful for families when
you eliminate the bus stop rush and uncertainty of wondering
when the bus will arrive. Families can minimize waiting outside in
inclement weather while enjoying more family time together.

Inform Families, Reduce Phone Calls
Providing families with access to precise bus stop arrival
information reduces the number of parents calling Transportation
asking “Where’s The Bus”? When families can access the
information themselves, they receive accurate, personalized
information immediately, allowing Transportation staff to focus on
transportation, not telephones.

Key Features
• The app can be downloaded to any iOS or Android
enabled device. Parents can also access the app on
their PC through a web browser.
• Configurable security settings ensure that only
validated parents and guardians have access to the
child’s bus arrival information.
• Parents receive precise bus stop arrival time
information, updated every 15 seconds.
• Parents with children on different buses can easily
switch between viewing each bus.
• Bus substitutions are clearly indicated to parents,
reducing potential confusion.

Screen Overview:
WheresTheBus™ parent app uses
intuitive icons and labels to clearly
show families the information they want
to see. The icons and labels include:

Last Message
Indicates the last time location data was updated.
Information is updated every 15 seconds when the
vehicle is in motion. “Current” is displayed when
data has been received within the last minute.

Bus & Distance
The bus icon shows the bus’s current
location and the bubble indicates its
distance to the bus stop.

Bus Number
Users can toggle between different bus

10 Minute Marker
Indicates the location where the bus is expected
to be 10 minutes from the bus stop.

Bus Stop
The child’s bus stop is represented by the STOP sign.

numbers if they have children on multiple
buses. In the event of a bus substitution, the
replacement bus number is clearly indicated in
brackets next to the regular bus number.

School View

ADD-ON MODULE
School View gives administrators at each individual
school access to the real-time location of all the buses
assigned to their school.
With School View, schools can see when buses are
approaching the school and view the location of all the
buses on one screen. All bus numbers along with their
distance from the school are easily viewed in the table to
the left of the map.
Administrative staff are more confident handling calls
from parents because they can immediately answer
specific questions about bus locations and arrivals –
without having to call Transportation.

School
The child’s school is represented by the school icon.

Chevron-Circle-Right FLEET MANAGEMENT

COMPREHENSIVE VEHICLE
INFORMATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
FOR TRIPSPARK FLEETRUNNER

The process of managing your fleet of vehicles is a labor and data intensive task. Add to the
administrative effort associated with tracking critical information and it is clear automating has
significant benefits.
TripSpark Fleet Management puts the comprehensive vehicle information at your fingertips. The
database stores a complete work order history by vehicle as well as insurance claim information.
The on-line inventory system with complete bar coding capabilities along with the work orders
help you track repair histories and associated costs for maintaining your fleet, including
inventory, labor and outside costs.

BENEFITS
The Business Case
• The Quick View On-Demand Alerts Window
feature monitors preventive maintenance
schedules, low inventory levels, items on
order and other time sensitive information
• Work Order processing is made easier with
the use of “repair baskets”. Since routine
maintenance jobs don’t require the entry
of labor hours or each individual part used,
users can simply employ the user-defined
repair basket and these items are entered
on the work order automatically

• Reports are instantly generated for any
date range to show expense breakdowns
on vehicles, work orders, performed and
other information to accommodate your
reporting requirements

Employee Management Tools
Designed for School Transport
• Automatic alerts notify you of important
deadlines in advance
• Scanned image storage for documents
• Flexible reporting options
• Bar coding capabilities

• Purchase Orders/Requisitions are
automatically generated based on userdefined re-order levels and usage

• Auto-generate work orders
• Auto-generate purchase orders
• Integration with automated fuel systems

• Save time and money by streamlining
the process of looking up information
by having all of your fleet’s information
(names, part #s, OEM #s, assembly images

• Streamlined inventory management
• User-defined repair baskets
• Flexible Preventative Maintenance with

or group/sub-group) accessible at the click

time and distance variables tied to the

of a mouse

vehicles

Save time and duplication by
auto-generating work orders

Flexible reporting options include
many standard options, Crystal
Reports and export capabilities to
other applications

Improve on time maintenance performance
with preventative maintenance schedules

TRIPSPARK FLEET MANAGEMENT
Eliminate duplication of effort and lower your overall costs. A multitude of reports are readily available at the
click of a mouse to meet local and state reporting requirements. It gives transportation employees a fast and
efficient way to store and retrieve critical information necessary for maintaining the district’s fleet, which will
ultimately save your department time and money.

Chevron-Circle-Right FLEETRUNNER

FIELD TRIP MANAGEMENT

The TripSpark Field Trip Management Module provides the tools you need to keep track of all
aspects of a field trip. From the initial request to generating permission slips, your web-based
software solution makes building a field trip easy. Trips are fairly and equitably distributed among
drivers. Set rules based upon seniority, hours worked, proper experience, availability and other
district guidelines.

LOWERED COSTS AND INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
• Detailed trip requests can be entered
via a secure Internet Web site and
submitted electronically for approval,
with the capability for email notification.
This is a huge time-saver and reduction in
paperwork
• Eliminates possibility of “lost” field trip
requests and reduces the time spent
entering requests by transportation
department staff
• Upon completion of trip, driver invoices are

• Teachers and administrators can generate
permission slips
• At the time a field trip is requested, it
can be defined by type of trip and an
associated billing rate. Flexible billing
features offer a multitude of billing options
• Automation power eliminates duplication of
effort and streamlines processes
• Total reporting capabilities to eliminate
workload and traditional paperwork

generated and payments are easily tracked

WHY INTEGRATION MATTERS
Because your Field Trip Management software fully integrates with your central student
database, your time and efforts are reduced when pulling together a field trip request.
Having integral information at your fingertips makes it easy to develop trip rosters that
include guardian and emergency information. Integration improves student safety by
providing reminders about special needs, food allergy and other medical concerns for
each student.

Robust calendar functionality
enables you to drill down into
details of trips by date

Easy to use screens help you to
keep track of trip details such as
approvals, drivers, billing, and more

Web module for automated
requests and approvals
helps reduce data entry

WHY TRIPSPARK?
TripSpark solutions enable transportation providers to deliver accessible, flexible,

and comprehensive transportation services to their communities. Our advanced software,
in-vehicle hardware and mobile technologies help increase ridership, improve service, and
operate more efficiently.

LEGACY

RESOURCES

TripSpark comes from a family of companies
with an impressive legacy across North
America and globally, with decades of
experience in software innovation.

TripSpark offers comprehensive operational
and industry resources. Our customers can
access online training resources, including
monthly training courses on new features
and functions, user guides and collaborative
discussion forums.

SINGLE VENDOR SOLUTION

ONGOING SUPPORT

For many of our long-term customers, a singlevendor solution for both their hardware and
software means better support, dependable
product integration, and top-of-the-line
reliability.

Responsive and effective customer support is
critical for your operations. Our Customer Care
team is available 24/7 by phone, email or online
through our Customer Care portal.

IMPLEMENTATION

EXPERT CUSTOMER CARE

Our trainers employ a “train the trainer”
methodology to empower your staff to
confidently train others. Implementation
always includes a thorough needs assessment,
and rigorous testing and piloting process in
preparation of your go-live date.

Our support representatives come from
the industry and have years of industry
experience. They are very knowledgable,
and not your typical “front-line” support. Our
customers come to know them well as our
reps work one-on-one with them to solve
problems, provide training, and discover new
opportunities.
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